Canalys: Chinese smartphone brands take 62% of Southeast Asia’s 30.7 million shipments

Shanghai (China), Bengaluru (India), Singapore, Reading (UK) and Portland (US) – Thursday, 15 August 2019

The Southeast Asian smartphone market grew modestly in Q2 2019, by 2% year on year, with 30.7 million units shipped during the quarter, reversing several quarters of decline. Southeast Asia did better than other parts of Asia, and Greater China, which recorded a year-on-year decline. Samsung shipped 7.7 million units, returning to growth of 5%, after three quarters of decline. Close behind was Oppo, which shipped 7.3 million units, recording its best-ever quarter’s performance with 49% year-on-year growth. Vivo remained third, shipping 4.1 million smartphones, while Xiaomi displaced Huawei to take fourth place, shipping 3.7 million units. Realme entered the top five for the first time, shipping 1.6 million smartphones, having only been in Southeast Asia for three quarters.

Chinese brands, mostly Oppo, Vivo, Xiaomi, Realme and Huawei, shipped a total of 19.0 million units in Q2, to take a 62% share in the region, a big jump from 50% in the same quarter last year. “Southeast Asia is popular for new brands, as the chances of success are higher than in other parts of the world,” said Canalys Analyst Matthew Xie. “With 75% of shipments consisting of sub-US$200 models, the market here is focused on mid-to-low-end smartphones, a segment where brand loyalty is low. Given the vast population, development of online and logistical infrastructure, and increasing local production capability, vendors are investing heavily to secure business resources and consumer awareness.”

Given the myriad brand choices and ample supply of devices, most markets in Southeast Asia recorded sequential increases in Q2. This was also helped by aggressive promotions from the top vendors to take advantage of a weakened Huawei. While people are likely to buy even more phones during the rest of the year, thanks to a range of festive promotions, vendors will face an uncertain time as Samsung threatens to erode their market shares with its new devices.
“Samsung is fighting back in Southeast Asia, where its leadership position has been challenged by Oppo, Vivo and Xiaomi,” added Xie. “Samsung chose Thailand to host the global launch event for its latest A series, to show the strategic importance of Southeast Asia. It committed major marketing funds to ensure a rapid roll-out of the A10, A20 and A50 to cover a wider range of prices and take on key products from its biggest competitors. The online-focused M series is Samsung’s key weapon to win back share in online retail. It did well in volume terms this quarter, so the strategy is working and will cause major headaches for the other online players.”

“Oppo is moving aggressively to overtake Samsung as the leader in Southeast Asia,” said Research Analyst Shengtao Jin, based in Singapore. “Spinning off the Realme operation last year has allowed the brand to expand aggressively in many markets. At the same time, Oppo is testing its K series with exclusive online partners. Together, Oppo and Realme have already exceeded Samsung’s shipments in this region. But, given Oppo’s top-selling devices remain its A5s and A3s, it is still facing challenges when trying to position itself as a high-end alternative to Samsung. The launch of the Reno series in June, plus its significant marketing spend, will be vital for Oppo’s attempt to break into the premium market, but it is still too early to see results.”
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